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After Several Laps, TRPR and Hall-Irwin Make Pool Happen
After years of planning, the Thompson Rivers Parks and Recreation District (TRPR) and Hall-Irwin
Corporation have broken ground on this much anticipated expansion to the Milliken Water Works pool.
TRPR received a donation from the Centennial Crossing Metro District to expand the only public outdoor
pool in Johnstown and Milliken, adding a lap pool for team events and adult swimming.
The new lap pool will provide TRPR with the resources necessary to accommodate the growing
community and their recreational needs. With this expansion, TRPR will be able to host more swim
lessons, start a swim team, host meets, add aquatic classes, and facilitate more community events
including more for our teens.
In the words of Clint Dudley, TRPR’s Director, “We’re always excited when we can add fantastic new
facilities to our growing community. The Water Works Pool expansion provides a lot of bang for our
bucks, the expansion is a great way to alleviate overcrowding at the existing pool while providing flexible
space that allows for creative new programming for the Milliken/Johnstown community. We are super
appreciative of our continued partnership with the Centennial Crossing Metro District, and the Town of
Milliken, and our shared vision of creating a happy, healthy community."
Learn more about TRPR at www.trpr.org and more about Hall-Irwin Corporation and our partnership
with TRPR at www.hall-irwin.com.
You can take your first dive into the new pool next Summer, 2023!
About Hall-Irwin Corporation
Hall-Irwin is a women-owned general contractor originally founded in 1963 to be the respected
contractor of choice providing safe and proactive work with highly performing employees for valueminded customers. We provide exceptional and honest management practices for today’s ambitious
construction projects. We continually improve how we build to meet the demand in the community with
integrity, urgency, and precision. Our motivation to create solid relationships with customers, suppliers,
& subcontractors is unparalleled.
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